
PRESS RELEASE

Around 2.500 Scouts from the whole country met the last weekend in Granada to 
celebrate its anual Scout Festival.

Children and young people from every place in Spain enjoyed the Scout Festival 
2013, under the theme “Largas Lunas”.  

Madrid 24/05/2013.- ASDE-Scouts of Spain together with ASDE-Scouts in Andalucía were 
organasing the Scout Festival 2013, an anual event celebrated since 30 years ago, in 
different spanish cities. This time the Festival was hosted by the city of Granada, in the 
southeast of Spain. The 39th Scout Festival has collected around 2.500 children and 
youngs between 6 and 21 years old. This event supposes an essential date for thousands 
young Scouts gathered to participate in different educative activities. The main activity in 
this meeting is a scout songs contest. This year the topic in the Festival was the celebration 
of the millennium of the Kingdom of Granada. At that time, three different cultures lived 
together and sharing the city turning it in a place of peace, wisdom and culture. That aim 
promotes some important values intrinsic in Scouting as tolerance, solidarity, respect and 
education in peace.

 

ASDE-Scouts in España (www.scout.es) 

ASDE-Scouts of Spain is an educative organization, independant, plural, with 100 years of history. 
Composed by 17 Regional Organizations representatives of the 15 Regions and autonomous cities 
Ceuta and Melilla. It counts with more than 30.000 scouts.

ASDE-Scouts of Spain is one of the biggest NGO of youth volunteering in the country. We work to 
contribute to a comprehensive education of boys, girls and young people, between 6 and 21 years old, 
supporting in the building of a better world where people fulfil themselves as persons, and playing a 
constructive role in society, through the education in the free time, getting support in our own 
educative project. 
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